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House of Cards: A Story Analysis of Season One 

 In 2013, the Netflix original series House of Cards, earned several top Emmy Award 

nominations and became the first series distributed on the Internet to do so. The series, based on 

Michael Dobbs’ book and its subsequent British television miniseries, is helping to establish 

Netflix and other Internet distributors as a growing source of popular and acclaimed 

entertainment. But even though House of Cards was one of the first of its kind, a series 

developed directly to streaming on the Internet, its producers still treated it as a medium for 

storytelling and complex characterization – Ted Sarandos, Netflix’s chief content officer, says 

“television is television, no matter what pipe brings it to the screen.” (Stelter) David Fincher, the 

experienced feature film director who served as an executive producer for the series and also 

directed the first two episodes, says that he believed “for the past ten years that the best writing 

that was happening for actors was happening in television” (Sepinwall), and developing the 

series, no matter the medium, would do just that. The end result is an outstanding product with a 

complex, thrilling narrative and complex, ambiguous, and even antiheroic characters. 

 The protagonist among the large cast of House of Cards is Frank Underwood, a 

Democrat and House Majority Whip from South Carolina. From the first few minutes of the very 

first episode, he makes it clear to the viewer that his intentions are not exactly honorable – even 

addressing the camera and verbalizing his thoughts. When he sees a dog hit by a car outside his 

house, he strangles it to put it out of its misery and tells us he has no tolerance for “useless 

things” like suffering. This is one of the most unlikely protagonists imaginable, but all the viewer 

can do is sit back and watch as Frank introduces us to his world and his colleagues at a New 



Year’s Eve party. “Welcome to Washington,” he tells us. 

 As we follow Frank in his everyday life as he associates with his fellow workers in D.C., 

we see that he has an unstoppable goal for power. His hunger for influence in the White House is 

what propels the story through the whole first season, and through the entire series. And as the 

story goes on, and Frank gets further and further to achieving that goal, taking bigger and bigger 

steps in order to attain it, the moral question that the series asks becomes clear: what will some 

men do in order to become powerful and influential? It’s a temptation that many can identify 

with, perhaps even the show’s audience, and no matter how despicable Frank may act, the 

viewers are constantly drawn in to how this story will play out. 

  Frank and others around him even seem justified in their actions as we see how others 

treat them from the very beginning. The season’s ‘inciting incident’ occurs in “Chapter 1” when 

White House Chief of Staff Linda Vasquez informs Frank, right before President-elect Garrett 

Walker’s inauguration, that he will not be getting the nomination for Secretary of State as he was 

promised. Frank becomes rightfully angry that Walker broke his promise, and the fact that he 

wants to do something about it is justified. However, whether or not his subsequent actions 

throughout the rest of the story are going too far is up to the viewers to decide – Frank, after all, 

has established from the beginning that he will do whatever necessary to get what he wants. 

 But Frank is not the only one with desires; the pilot episode also introduces several 

recurring characters that will cross paths with Frank as well as pursue influence of their own. 

Claire, Frank’s wife, runs nonprofit Clean Water Initiative with a middle-aged staff and insecure 

funding. Zoe Barnes, young reporter for the Washington Herald, craves a good story but gets no 

tips from any of her coworkers. Peter Russo, alcoholic representative from Pennsylvania, seems 

less concerned about his influence in Congress and more about his affair with Christina, who is 

equally as committed to their relationship as she is to her job as a staffer. Close to Frank at the 

office is the aforementioned Linda as well as Doug Stamper, chief of staff, who works with 



Frank loyally in every situation they face. When we meet all these characters in the first episode, 

their intentions are not very clear, but as the series progresses, they as well as Frank begin to 

make choices that will shape how much power they will ultimately have, for better or for worse. 

 But it is still Frank’s goal for power that drives House of Cards, and following his 

frustration at losing the nomination for Secretary of State, he begins a plan to gain some sort of 

higher position in Congress, a plan that comes in the form of a new education proposal. After 

meeting Zoe through a series of events and she asks him for information about the new 

president’s agenda, Frank decides to use her and the situation to his advantage: he leaks a rough 

draft of rival Donald Blythe’s education proposal to her, and she publishes it in the paper the day 

of Walker’s inauguration. In the overall story of the first season, this is Frank’s ‘point of no 

return’ – once he leaks this proposal, there’s no going back. And Frank doesn’t want to: 

everything, he believes, is going according to plan, and although it might take a while, he will 

get a step up in the government soon enough. 

 The pilot episode concludes with Frank at his favorite barbeque joint finding Zoe’s article 

in the paper – and the other characters we’ve been introduced to thus far are reading it too, some 

to their horror, but others (specifically Zoe, Claire, and Frank) to their satisfaction. The tension 

that this event creates leads us directly into the second episode. The whole series is told this way, 

chronologically with no flashbacks. Any exposition that needs to be otherwise known is usually 

told to the viewer via Frank’s monologues to camera. Because the series is told chronologically 

and shows how one event leads to another, it keeps the viewer engaged and wondering what will 

happen next. (This is the advantage of distributing a series like this to Netflix and publishing all 

13 episodes at once. No longer is a viewer limited to watching one episode a week; if he or she 

wants to know what happens next, he or she can simply watch the next episode immediately.) 

 Indeed, most viewers would probably continue watching, as the tension of the pilot 

episode leads into the next, where Frank’s ‘first attempt’ in his goal for power comes: being the 



leader of the newly proposed education bill. As he predicts, ashamed Donald Blythe hands the 

responsibility over to him, and Frank’s internal goal for power becomes externalized as he works 

hard to make this bill pass. Over the course of the next few episodes, Frank faces several 

obstacles as he tries to attain this goal, such as hiring young interns to quickly write a new draft 

of the bill, eliminating Michael Kern (the new Secretary of State candidate) from the process by 

leaking a scandal of his to Zoe, a subplot when a girl dies after texting while driving in his 

hometown in South Carolina, pressuring Peter to let a shipyard in Philadelphia close, pressuring 

House Speaker Bob Birch to cooperate with new amendments in the bill, and finally leading 

Marty Spinella, lobbyist for the teachers’ union, into a trap to end a strike against the bill. 

 Not only do these events progress the story, but they also reveal more about Frank 

Underwood as a person. For instance, the situation in South Carolina ultimately does not affect 

the education bill, so why is it in the story? It is there to show Frank’s character. At one point, 

Frank even addresses the camera and explains the nature of the people of his hometown, a 

financially poor community: if you make yourself humble and act as a servant to those in need, 

you will get anything you want. And Frank uses this concept to get the grieving parents of the 

killed daughter on his side, even making up a brief message in church that Sunday after trusting 

in God during dark times. Frank’s intentions, however, are still self-centered, and once he helps 

the community create prevention against a death like that girl’s ever happening again, he never 

addresses the situation again, and he goes right back to working for himself. 

 Another example of this is the ‘trap’ that Frank leads Marty into. Frank informs us that 

Marty has a bad temper, and one night, when a brick goes through a window at the Underwood’s 

house, Frank starts blaming Marty and his fellow protesters. They go so far as to debate on 

television news about the situation, although Frank becomes tongue-tied and humiliates himself. 

It seems that, for a while, Marty has the upper hand and the bill will not pass, until one day, 

Frank meets with Marty and tells him the truth that no one else knows: Doug threw the brick. 



The whole thing was staged, and Frank so provokes Marty about it that Marty punches him in the 

face, immediately regretting it and leading to the end of the strike. There’s no way around it: 

Frank lied (as did Claire, who was also in on the plan) in order to get his way. This progresses 

the story, but it also shows more about his ruthlessness: he is willing to lie if it means winning in 

the end. Frank may be an antihero, but he’s still the protagonist, the character whom the viewer 

sees take action most, and thus, we identify with him. 

 As Frank pursues his goal, however, the characters around him also pursue theirs. Claire, 

who we learn shares everything with Frank as he does with her, faces challenges funding her 

Clean Water Initiative (CWI). This results in her firing half her staff so that she can hire new, 

younger employees who can better see Claire’s vision for the project. One of those employees is 

Gillian Cole, a Stanford graduate with a history of working for nonprofit organizations who 

Claire is ecstatic to have on her side. Eventually, she hears from Remy Danton, a former staffer 

of Frank’s who now works for natural gas company SanCorp, and he offers to donate $1.5 

million to CWI, but Frank tells her not to accept it (for reasons that we learn are more personal 

than professional). 

 Subsequently, Claire has the weight of her nonprofit’s funding on her shoulders, which 

prompts her to call photographer and friend Adam Galloway, asking if he could come to D.C. for 

an upcoming auction to raise money for CWI.  However, Claire’s motive for reaching out to him 

goes beyond that: the two former lovers start to rekindle their relationship. At first, Claire resists 

the urge to stay in Adam’s hotel room, but after the success of the gala and seeing Adam again 

there, Claire eventually lets that relationship become a priority again, although that happens later 

in the season. 

 Zoe Barnes is also paving a way to influence. Connecting with Frank gives her a way to 

leak controversial stories about Frank’s adversaries to the Washington Herald, leading to 

scandals and even resignation of some of them. But as she stays connected with Frank, their 



relationship begins to change. She even texts him casually while he is in South Carolina, and the 

two have a brief conversation. Meanwhile, her writings give her an opportunity for exposure, 

specifically television interviews, where Zoe speaks freely about the Washington Herald and her 

boss Tom Hammerschmidt. Although Tom feels that Zoe is abusing those privileges, he decides 

to offer her the job as White House correspondent, a job that many of her coworkers would want. 

Two of those coworkers, Lucas and Janine, who we see interact often with Zoe, become bitter 

about this towards her, especially when she says she will probably not take the job. And when 

she tells Tom this, he curses at her and sends her out. 

 This not only leads to Zoe having to find a new job and Tom being removed from his, but 

it also leads to a new step in the relationship between Zoe and Frank. Now, Zoe needs to find 

sources for her stories on Congress in a context other than the Washington Herald, but her only 

source is Frank. So that night, she invites him to her apartment, and they begin an intimate affair. 

She soon finds another job as a reporter for Slugline, a free market journalism group, then Frank 

gets her access to covering the CWI and the teachers’ strike, and she writes an article that puts 

Frank’s side in a more positive light than Marty’s. As he continues to go up against Marty, Frank 

uses the recent shooting of an eight-year-old boy to point a finger at Marty to stop the teachers’ 

strike so that schools can be open again and incidents like this will not happen, and Zoe leads 

that attack through social media. And when the time comes, Frank has Zoe get Janine, who later 

takes a job at Slugline and makes amends with Zoe, to write about Peter Russo in a positive light. 

 Peter is in the middle of his own struggles in Congress, although at first he doesn’t want 

to admit it. He may be dating Christina, but soon after we meet him in the pilot, we find him 

again driving drunk with a prostitute in the passenger seat. Christina has to bail him out the next 

day, and Frank strongly warns him to stay clean. While Frank has Doug pay off the prostitute, he 

has Pete go to a junkie named Roy to get him to acknowledge a wrongdoing of Kern’s, although 

Pete learns more about political corruption as a result. His ongoing alcohol and drug addiction 



start increasingly affecting his performance at work as well as his relationship with Christina. 

When she tells him that she may take a job offer elsewhere, he finally decides that he needs to 

clean up his act.  

 Peter starts going downhill again, however, when Frank asks him to terminate the 

Philadelphia shipyard, the project that helped get Pete elected. He reluctantly lets it close and 

relapses later at home, leading to Christina deciding to take the other job and end their 

relationship. Pete also gets a lot of criticism from his friends in Philadelphia, adding to his 

depression. But while this is going on, Frank and Doug are discussing the possibility of having 

Pete run for governor of Pennsylvania. When Pete shows up at Frank’s doorstep that night, with 

the intention of verbally and physically abusing Frank for what he made him do, Frank tells him 

coldly that he can either end his life or clean himself up and consider this new position.  

 Eventually, Peter commits to coming clean and tells Frank he wants to run for governor, 

and Frank, in the midst of the education bill, agrees to help him through the process. Pete begins 

to meet with Claire about passing a watershed act on behalf of CWI that will provide thousands 

of jobs for those who became unemployed as a result of the shipyard closing. Frank reaches out 

to Christina and offers her a place on Pete’s campaign staff. Pete even gains a sponsor in Doug, 

himself a recovering alcoholic 14 years sober. 

 Doug has been mostly seen with Frank throughout all these events, working as an 

assistant to Frank and meeting constantly with him about the bill, Kern, Peter, and most other 

issues. But we grow to learn that Doug has struggles of his own, too: not only is he in recovery 

and goes with Pete to Alcoholics Anonymous meetings, but he also finds the prostitute that was 

with Pete the night he was arrested and pays her off – and then pays for her himself. This 

happens in “Chapter 2” and is not brought up again until halfway through the season, “Chapter 

7.” 



 This episode represents the ‘midpoint’ in Frank’s journey to power, as President Garrett 

Walker signs the new education bill and gives full credit to Frank. Things are looking up for 

Frank in his mission, as he is gaining more respect and a positive image with a bill, as well as 

leading the campaign for Peter Russo for governor of Pennsylvania. To help a man in recovery 

from substance abuse come clean and step into a position of leadership, Frank believes, is 

another sign to the public that he wants what’s best for the people around him. Not only is Frank 

building up a good image for himself in public, but he is also doing well in his private life, able 

to accommodate both Claire and Zoe with intimacy. 

 Peter is at a similar place in his journey, although it takes him a little longer to get there. 

When he is drilled by campaign workers about crimes and abuse in his past, he is on the brink of 

giving up. However, this is when Christina reappears in his life and, to his surprise, tells him that 

he would make a great governor. Now motivated to begin “a fresh start”, as his campaign slogan 

reads, Pete agrees to keep going with the campaign. Not only is Pete gaining a better public 

image through this campaign, but his private life is coming together as well: he goes longer and 

longer without alcohol or drugs, and he even rekindles his relationship with Christina. 

 There are still, however, some negative plot points that occur around this ‘midpoint’ that 

start building tension. One of them is the character arc of Vice-President Jim Matthews, who 

doesn’t appear much in the first half of the season other than at the very beginning when Frank 

introduces him to the viewer saying he’ll be “put out to pasture” soon. But when Walker signs 

the education bill and everyone gathers in the Oval Office to see it, Jim’s motivation to pursue 

power and influence are just as clear as the other characters we have seen up until now. He tries 

standing closer to the President at the televised signing of the bill. When the Oval Office is 

empty, he sits at the President’s desk and relishes it. And when Jim, the former governor of 

Pennsylvania, is invited to travel with Pete’s campaign as he tries to gain support, Jim spends his 

time at the podium talking about his own experiences in office and says nothing at all about Pete. 



As Jim expresses to Pete later on, he believes that as vice-president, he has zero influence, and he 

longs for a chance to remedy that. 

 But another subplot occurs around this point that starts to add even more tension. One 

day, Doug finds a letter in his mail with no return address. He reads it and realizes it’s from the 

prostitute he paid for; she’s down on her luck and threatens to mention the politicians she knows 

if she doesn’t receive more money. From this point on, the prostitute, Rachel, becomes a more 

important character, as does Doug, who does everything in his power to keep her quiet and 

content. He convinces his secretary to put Rachel up in her home, and when Rachel gets a 

waitressing job but is fired after not responding to the manager’s sexual advances, Doug 

blackmails the manager into getting her the job back. Doug is making more than an effort to 

make sure that Rachel is cared for – although his real intentions as to why he does it are not 

clearly addressed, at least not at this point. 

 But in the midst of this, the two characters whose ‘midpoint’ in their journey is clearest 

are Frank and Peter. Both men have encountered a very positive event in their lives, getting the 

education bill signed and starting the campaign for governor, respectively. But as they continue 

in their mission for influence, they both start to confront past demons. This is what “Chapter 8” 

is specifically devoted to: Frank and Peter having to address their past lives. While Frank is 

getting a library named after him at his alma mater, the Sentinel, Peter is in Philadelphia trying to 

convince those who were unemployed after the shipyard closing that they should still support 

him in his run for governor. As we see both men in these places, places which are new to the 

viewer but very old and perhaps haunting to the characters, the plot slows down, and we focus on 

Frank and Peter as men, even regretful men. 

 Peter goes to meet Paul, an old friend from Philly who came to Pete’s office livid after 

the shipyard closing. When Pete goes to make amends, Paul rejects not only his request for 

support but also his loyalty. Christina tries to comfort Pete, especially after a town meeting at 



Pete’s old school goes wrong and he gets rejected by hundreds of others in the community, but 

after he fights briefly with Paul, makes amends, and then speaks to a group of people in a bar, he 

and Paul together convince the people of Philadelphia to give Pete a chance. 

Peter’s struggle is more external than Frank’s, but Frank’s is just as important. As he 

encounters old friends at the Sentinel that he hasn’t connected with in decades, he sees one in 

particular, Tim, who it seems Frank was intimate with long ago. This is a part of Frank that he 

never revealed to anyone – maybe not even Claire, and certainly not the audience, even though 

Frank spends considerable time telling us his thoughts. Frank is not only confronted with his 

past, but also with a life-altering idea: this library, the school, and all these material things – do 

they really matter? He even discusses this with Tim, but neither has an answer. All Frank can do 

in the end is part from the school and his former lover and go right back to discussing Pete’s 

campaign with Doug. Frank’s narrative here raises a question about his actions for the rest of the 

series: is he maybe trying to attain all this power because he’s in search of something more than 

power?  

Perhaps the viewer will never know, and neither will Frank, because the next time we see 

him, he’s in his office again trying to manage everything, and things are beginning to go 

downhill. Pete’s son from another marriage spills coffee on Frank’s hand and burns him 

(prompting Frank to tell us: he and Claire never had kids because he hates kids). Claire takes 

Pete’s kids to school and learns they’ve been made fun of because of their dad. Zoe decides to 

end her intimacy with Frank after being pressured about it by Janine. Claire secretly discusses 

funding CWI with Remy, who wants the watershed bill killed. Frank makes Zoe continue the 

affair or else he won’t give her information. And when the votes for the watershed bill come in, 

it fails because of two votes: votes that Frank learns were from congressmen who Claire got to. 

Claire’s intentions are now clear—she didn’t want the watershed bill to pass because it wasn’t 

enough to fund CWI, and in her mission for power and influence, she needed a more secure 



funding, which came from Remy and SanCorp. This is perhaps Frank’s ‘lowest point’: not only 

is the campaign now in danger of being completely in vain, but so are Frank’s chances of 

becoming an influential man in the White House. “I want to know who lied,” he says angrily at 

the end of “Chapter 9”, and he’ll do anything to find out, no matter what the costs. 

Arguably, however, this is not just Frank’s ‘lowest point’, but also that of the other 

characters. Claire, who has kept in contact with Adam since they first started speaking again, can 

no longer take being neglected by her husband, and after visiting Zoe one night for a brief chat, 

she leaves for New York and stays in Adam’s apartment for a time. Meanwhile, Zoe, who’s had 

enough of Frank’s manipulation and other pressure of being intimate with a congressman, leaves 

her own apartment, reconnects with Lucas, and stays with him. But most of all, this is Peter’s 

‘lowest point’, feeling once again that he let down the people of Philadelphia. Frank, now having 

to go with ‘Plan B’, convinces Pete that a partnership with SanCorp is necessary, and Pete is 

prepared to give a radio interview about it one morning. But at a party the night before, he finds 

Rachel, goes to her hotel room, and relapses on drugs and alcohol. The next morning, although 

Doug writes out written responses for him, Pete cannot sober up enough for the interview, and he 

publicly embarrasses himself. 

Frank is now forced to handle a very delicate situation – and he actually handles it very 

calmly. His solution is that Jim should step down from the vice-presidency and run for 

Pennsylvania governor in Pete’s place. This would free the VP position for Frank to possibly fill, 

and when Linda catches on, she interrogates him on it and how he would use this to eventually 

become president. But when Frank subtly offers Linda the future vice-presidency, she stops 

interrogating, leaving Frank to go with Doug to find Pete, who has separated himself from his 

children and Christina and tried to turn himself in to the police. Frank drives him home, lets 

drunken Pete fall asleep, and then brings us to the ‘climax’ of the narrative: he starts Pete’s car, 

opens the windows, locks the car doors, wipes off his fingerprints, closes the garage door, and 



stages a suicide, leaving Pete to die of gas poisoning. This is the ‘climax’ because it is the most 

emotional and intense event yet in the narrative. But it is also the most revealing action about 

Frank Underwood as a man: he always said he would do whatever necessary to gain power, but 

he shows here that he would in fact commit murder to obtain it. 

The events in the narrative from here until the very end are ‘falling action’ resulting from 

Peter’s death. Christine, not wanting to give herself any time to mourn, gets a train back to D.C. 

and goes right back to work. Claire leaves Adam, not on the best of terms, and makes amends 

with Frank before they address the press about Peter. Paul goes to console Christina, and she tells 

him that he should run for Pete’s seat in the House. Gillian is uncooperative at work, and Claire, 

no longer willing to let anyone stand in her way with CWI, lets her go, followed promptly by a 

lawsuit from Gillian. Janine talks to Paul and hears vaguely about political corruption, and she 

starts working with Zoe and Lucas to uncover it. Eventually, Zoe finds Rachel, who won’t give 

any information to her, but immediately after they meet, we see her crying to Doug that she 

didn’t want to get involved if it meant Pete’s death. (These events, from the journalists 

uncovering the truth to Claire’s impending lawsuit to Rachel’s actual involvement in Pete’s 

death, are excellent, suspenseful cliffhangers that are not resolved by the end of the final episode 

and are a great way to keep the viewer anticipating the series’ second season.) 

All the while, however, Frank Underwood is pursuing his goal: the vice-presidency of the 

United States. His rival in this goal is entrepreneur Raymond Tusk, who Walker says he doesn’t 

know. When Frank and Doug find out that Raymond and Walker are actually good friends, 

Frank gets suspicious, and when he is sent to see if Raymond would be interested in the position, 

he is very cautious, skeptical, and, most of all, envious. Why would this man, who watches birds, 

constantly gets interrupted in the office by conference calls, and also constantly interrupts Frank 

himself, be Walker’s top candidate for vice-president? Moreover, when Frank realizes that 

Raymond had influenced Walker’s decision to not let Frank be Secretary of State, and when he 



finds out that Raymond has a considerable amount of stock in SanCorp, Frank begins to despise 

Raymond just as he has despised everyone else who has stood in his way. 

But when Frank tells Raymond that he will not be paid off, he is later brought into the 

Oval Office where Walker and Tusk are waiting for him… to offer him the vice-presidency. 

Frank gladly accepts, but his inauguration is not shown to us. Instead, the first season concludes 

with Frank going home to Claire and going with her out for a run, while Doug talks to Christina 

about Zoe Barnes and subsequently gives Frank a call. 

The ambiguous ending of this first season is significant for two reasons. First, it serves as 

a cliffhanger that gives viewers a reason to wait until the following year when the second season 

premieres. But it also reinforces the ambiguity of Frank’s quest for power and influence. He has 

already entertained the thought, specifically at the Sentinel, of the purpose of pursuing these 

things, and in a scene in “Chapter 13”, Frank and Claire discuss what they will leave behind once 

they are gone. Ending on an ambiguous note, not even giving Frank or the viewer the satisfaction 

of seeing him sworn in as vice-president, reinforces the idea that the mission to power is not 

enough. Frank no doubt has already realized this: for as we saw with Jim Matthews, the vice-

presidency is not even really a step up in terms of influence – it’s just the backseat to the 

presidency, which is certainly Frank’s next goal. 

Furthermore, by the end of the first season, every character has had a significant change, 

but some of their motives are still not clear, nor are the actions that they will take next to further 

their own goals, adding to the show’s ambiguity. Zoe, Janine, and Lucas, for example, are now 

seen as ‘lower’ on the ladder to success, having all gone from the esteemed Washington Herald 

writing biased articles on Washington to writing independently for Slugline trying to uncover the 

truth. Theirs is a strong “growth character arc”, deciding to go from a place of respect and 

security to one of insecurity and even danger. This is true for Zoe in particular, whom the viewer 

has seen and identified with most in the first season. For each of these characters, however, there 



is still ambiguity because we’re not sure how much of the truth they will ultimately uncover, 

which makes us unsure of their fate. 

These characters, however, has a more positive change than the others. Christina, for 

example, as seen in the season’s final three episodes, closes herself up emotionally and becomes 

more focused on work than people, probably because she doesn’t want to deal with the turmoil 

of losing someone like Peter again. Peter’s arc is also very negative, not only because of his 

death, but also because he was unable to stay on the path of sobriety, and his reputation was 

subsequently destroyed. And in a way, he was also destroyed because of the way that the 

characters we have followed in the White House have also made a very negative character 

change. Doug now has his own problems in addition to helping Frank with his, now that Rachel 

knows so much, which may lead to a sense of paranoia and going to extremes to keep his own 

reputation intact. Linda, having been bribed by Frank about a future leadership role of her own in 

the White House, is now putting the honesty and integrity she tried to have at the beginning of 

the season aside for her own personal gain. And finally, Frank and Claire have also made this 

negative “growth arc” change by going to their own extremes to find power, in the White House 

and in CWI, respectively. 

And the show concludes with that image, Frank and Claire running – running down the 

street literally, but also running figuratively to attain further influence, more and more until they 

have all that there is to have. This is a powerful symbol that is one of many that the series uses to 

illustrate visually the internal conflict of the characters, as is the show’s very name: the title may 

refer to an actual ‘house of cards’ which could collapse if any given card is not properly placed, 

much like how Frank’s mission for power, a life like Peter Russo’s, or even the United States 

government could crumble with the slightest miscalculation. 

Those high stakes are what helped make House of Cards a groundbreaking television 

series and what made so many viewers want to come back for more that Netflix ordered a third 



season before the second season even premiered. (O’Connell) Audiences may not agree with the 

moral compass of many of these characters, but it is the actions of those very characters that they 

anticipate when they watch the show. Does it serve as catharsis of some kind to see these 

characters do wrong (or even right for the wrong reasons) against each other? Does the show 

simply make for a powerful cautionary tale of how easy it can be to climb up the ladder of power 

in a dishonest way? 

Is the show even so powerful because audiences are unhappy with the current United 

States government? The series even premiered on February 1, 2013, less than two weeks after 

Barack Obama was sworn in for his second term as President of the United States. Furthermore, 

the main characters in House of Cards are Democrats, like Obama. Does the fact that the show 

has become so popular reflect a distrust or skepticism of the current administration? This is hard 

to tell, especially because the actual number of how many people watch the show is kept hidden 

by Netflix (O’Connell). 

Nevertheless, House of Cards has become an acclaimed television series and popular 

enough to warrant a third season in 2015. And regardless of why the show may be so popular 

among U.S. audiences, it will no doubt be held in high regard even after the current U.S. 

administration comes to pass, because the story is a timeless cautionary tale of how power and 

influence can drive anyone, if they desire it badly enough, to internally and morally fall apart, 

just like an unbalanced house of cards. 
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